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when the love disappears

then it becomes a business…a barter

sincerity in love to your partner…whosoever it is…

is enough responsibility

he uses the word very wisely

responsibility means the ability to respond

now that is entirely different

the ability to respond moment to moment

is a spontaneous ability

going with the river

spontaneously

deciding moment to moment spontaneously

the word responsibility is already a title

already it is decided that this is responsible…this is not…

you have no ability to respond

you have to follow the marriage certificate

the priest has signed the document

the ambassador of god has signed the marriage certificate

so i am no more responsible to my lover

the priest is the authority now

i will have to lose my ability to respond

i will have to cut myself

put myself in a box

love is enough

your responding to love is such a beauty

it is not this word responsibility

you are not responsible

and when love came did it come with a tag ?

that it is coming today and i promise to live with it for ever and ever ?

it simply came and now it is gone

you are trying to catch it with a beautiful word 

responsibility...be responsible...

be a rebel

question those who tell you what your responsibilities are

question them again and again

be careful of these parasites

you are not responsible for anybody but for your life

and once your life will flower

you will see the beauty 

it will be pure compassion and a celebration

you will not impose yourself on anybody

you will want people to live their lives totally free

you are searching for the ultimate freedom

be free

start from freedom

this word is so valuable for the spirit

you are free

utterly free

choose wisely

it is your life

question    i want to ask about relationships and about responsibility 

in relationship between woman and man…about marriage…

because osho was against marriage...

really ??

osho is not against anything

he is for your freedom

freedom is first

and love out of freedom is freedom

that word responsibility simply does not arise

love is enough unto itself

that word responsibility is when things get ugly
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